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A Message from the
Lead Designer

Hey there! First off, I want to thank you for taking the time to Hey there! First off, I want to thank you for taking the time to 

pick up an issue of our little magazine. It's a lot of fun making pick up an issue of our little magazine. It's a lot of fun making 

these, and it lets us express ourselves in a creative way that these, and it lets us express ourselves in a creative way that 

we otherwise wouldn't be able to. We really hope you enjoy it!we otherwise wouldn't be able to. We really hope you enjoy it!

Anyway, we have a big opportunity for you. If it interests you, Anyway, we have a big opportunity for you. If it interests you, 

The Factory Times is looking for a new Publication DirectorThe Factory Times is looking for a new Publication Director            

to take over for the next semester onward. Justin is looking to take over for the next semester onward. Justin is looking 

to pass the torch, and if any of our readers wants to take the to pass the torch, and if any of our readers wants to take the 

wheel, we would be glad to give you a try at steering the ship! wheel, we would be glad to give you a try at steering the ship! 

We have a very relaxed work environment, where we stick to a We have a very relaxed work environment, where we stick to a 

schedule while working as friends, without feeling like a clique.schedule while working as friends, without feeling like a clique.

I strongly urge all our readers to throw their hats in the ring!I strongly urge all our readers to throw their hats in the ring!

It is a paid positionIt is a paid position, and it'll absolutely look great on a resume., and it'll absolutely look great on a resume.

Send an email to thefactorytimes@gmail.com if you're interested. Send an email to thefactorytimes@gmail.com if you're interested. 

Alternatively, the QR code and URL take you to the SGU form.Alternatively, the QR code and URL take you to the SGU form.

Thanks, and enjoy the issue! -Bobby ZThanks, and enjoy the issue! -Bobby Z  ..

tinyurl.com/yaj5pdmstinyurl.com/yaj5pdms

(Justin)(Justin)4 5
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SCENES FROM POLYSCENES FROM POLY

Frag FestFrag FestPhiladelphia TripPhiladelphia Trip
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"GAMER GIRLS""GAMER GIRLS""GAMER GIRLS"

My fingers begin cramping, and my grip tightens with each press of the
buttons on my controller. My heart is racing as the game comes to a close
with only ten players left until I become victorious. I feel every vibration as I
am immersed in the game, all its glory, annoying overpowered weapons, as
I move around the map as my character, momentarily forgetting it is not
me and just an extension of myself performed by AI. 

Many of you have probably experienced this feeling
too while playing video games. I do not understand
why social distinctions such as gender become
relevant if we all share the same simultaneous anger
and joy for video games. I am what the gaming
community would refer to as a “Gamer Girl,” which
half would probably cringe about while the other
half probably would place on this pedestal that
other women should strive to be. You may assume
that this would be a positive label for women, but, in
my experience, the opposite has been true. This
label encourages division within gaming by forcing
all women in this role to fit a certain stereotype.
Instead of everyone being a player in the game,
women are oftentimes put in a distinct category that
reinforces the distinction of sex. 

NORMALIZINGNORMALIZINGNORMALIZING

EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

With it being 2022, I did not realize that picking up a controller would elicit such
attention. My experience with gaming was great until I had to make changes to
carve a space out for myself where I felt accepted. The process entailed changing
my settings to preserve not my identity per se but my gender. I feel like utilizing a
mic or allowing people to add me is placing me in a position to be judged
(although these are aspects of gaming). There have been numerous people that I
have played with that have not treated me differently (Meaning they did not care
who I was or how I identified because we were playing a game.). But, the vast
majority of women who game are bombarded with questions and or treated
differently by men with whom they play. Importantly, not every woman will share
this view, and not all men do this. However, I speak for the many women who have
felt ostracized for trying to be part of a community regarded as being
predominantly male. This may not be your intention when you attach this label to
someone while joking with your friends, or maybe it is. However, if it’s not, know
that you can play a role in changing the course of women’s gaming by
understanding this word’s potential negative ramifications. 

CASE IN POINTCASE IN POINTCASE IN POINT

I do not think we should eliminate this word from our vocabulary. Some
successful women have built a platform off of this idea of being a “Gamer Girl.”
They have overcome negativity and have embraced this space by making it their
own. I’m more so encouraging us as a society to understand how these sorts of
labels can perpetuate stereotypes and negative attitudes towards women in the
gaming community. The term may not always be used in this context, but when
it is, it’s important to understand that it can be hurtful and make women feel as
though they should not be partaking in these activities. Having awareness of the
issue at hand can be beneficial to numerous groups of people. Knowing how to
approach these loaded words can be the stepping stone for bringing about a
lasting change within the gaming community. A community where women feel
accepted and women gamers are normalized. After all, if we succeed together,
those distinctions shouldn’t matter. 

MOVING FORWARDMOVING FORWARDMOVING FORWARD
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Elijah Williams Dowling Presents:Elijah Williams Dowling Presents:

For more BAFor more BAUU comics, check out: comics, check out:
@@uusualComics sualComics on Twitter!on Twitter!

“What'dya want?“

“Galactic Vagabust“

“Research and Development“
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Writer: Isabella Carr Perri

Five, four, three, two, one, Happy New Year! The New Year, 2022, is just around the corner. It seems
like it was just yesterday that the leaves began transforming into beautiful fall colors before making
their journey off the tree and to the ground. Now, it’s almost mid-December which means that in a
blink of an eye, this holiday will be right at our doorstep. 

Attempting To Understand:

 For many people, this holiday has become rooted in tradition, celebration, and
carries significant meaning. However, I never understood why the New Year has
become this almighty turning stone for so many people across the globe. I see
that, in one regard, the New Year becomes a time to get together, haul out all the
clutter from your house, stay up late and eat unhealthy foods to watch a speck
“drop” on a television screen. However, the other side to this is that there is an
overwhelmingly large group of people that regard this holiday so highly. I surely
failed to understand why for so many people they saw within the counting down
of seconds, major changes in their life.

Opportunities Beyond January 1st:

Undoubtedly, I understand that this can be a positive thing; to utilize the New Year to 
set goals for ourselves whether that be to pick up a hobby, study more in school, or just 
be a more optimistic person. However, what I dislike about this conception of New Year 
is I believe it communicates to people that this is the only time they should reflect on 
their life and set goals for themself. By all means, if you would like to jump into 2022 
with a goal that is going to motivate you, then go for it. But don’t think that you can’t 
revise that goal, or make numerous other goals throughout the remainder of the year. 
We should strive to try to better ourselves throughout the year, not just on January 1st. 
The opportunities before you are truly endless. 

The other potentially problematic component of resolutions is that they can reinforce
negative social pressure. Truthfully, I think the most common New Year's Resolution I
hear revolves around “dropping thirty pounds” or, more generally, losing weight. While
being healthy is something that I think most of us agree is a positive thing, I don’t think it
should be a decision you make because society says you need to make a resolution at
New Year’s, and if you don’t look a certain way based on some arbitrary standard then
that is what you should base your goal around. Maybe you're not a size four, but you
would benefit from a goal to spend more time doing things for yourself as an attempt to
better your mental health rather than emphasizing physical health when you very well
may be healthy. The point being, that if you choose to make a New Year’s resolution you
should pick something that you believe will positively affect your life. The resolution
should be for you and should be rooted in the positive rather than the negative. 

Choosing Resolutions:

 

My Plans:

With all that in mind, I will not be buying into this process of choosing a
New Year’s resolution. I will, however, begin working towards a goal I set
for myself back in August. I never make time for myself to read and I’d like
to change that. However, with life and school getting in the way, I haven’t
been able to dive into my books. That said, I still won’t buy into making a
resolution unless the timing is right and it makes sense with my goals but
it certainly won’t be due to a societal obligation. After all, my goals will
have more of a chance to be achieved if the goals themselves are
meaningful and purposeful to me.  

Conclusion:

Ultimately, when 1:01 am on January 1st approaches, you have a decision to make.
Will you make a resolution because you have to or because it will help you better
your life? Will you succumb to negative peer pressure or will you pick something
truly meaningful to you? Or will you scrap that all together and set goals for
yourself whenever you please, rather than solely before January 1st? You may have
numerous reasons for syncing your goals with the calendar. If so, then you should
do what’s best for you. Or, if you are unsure of how this process benefits you, try
setting a goal for yourself at a different time of the year. Regardless of what you
choose to do, try to keep in mind the pros and cons of making your decision. Truly
it’s up to you! Nevertheless, may your New Year be safe, happy, and healthy. 

Designed By: Mcdhellyne Edwards

-------------------Written Last Year------------------
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The Factory Times has bought every member at SUNY POLY a

FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
TO The New York Times!

This includes all students, faculty, and staff members. This 
can be accessed by signing up with your college email at:

Stay up to date on all major news, from the coronavirus to Wall 
Street, politics and much more. You can even get daily & weekly 
newsletters delivered straight to your email based on the topics 

of your choosing!

accessnyt.com
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WHY I WRITE FOR THE
FACTORY TIMES

I think we all have a lot of opinions on the common core curriculum, most of which
aren’t great. I won’t offer too many criticisms of common core, as I haven’t researched
the philosophy and thinking behind it enough. However, one thing I will say is that
the implementation of the common core in our schools has led to a lack of
appreciation of the arts, specifically reading and writing. My reason for saying this?
Well, from K-12 I probably read a total of 3 literary classics, learned very little about
writing, technical writing, and creative writing alike, and I consistently hear how
English classes are essentially the same from 6th-9th grade. Alas, I don’t want this to
turn into a criticism of our education system, so I’ll stop there.

This specific effect of common core, paired with the fact that this school focuses on
technology makes sense as to why we have so few students interested in
writing/designing for the school paper. It seems pretty safe to say most of the students
here are STEM-minded people and likely less interested in art, writing, philosophy,
literature, and the like.

BY: MARY SIDOREVICH

Today’s cultural moment is prime for STEM majors, but it is increasingly calling for
science and math-minded people to be in touch with the humanities. Being in touch
with the humanities and developing the skills included in them, at least to some
extent, helps you become a more well-rounded person. Additionally, it is practically
increasing future employment opportunities, and, in the meantime, it has the
potential to help with your academic work by expanding how you’re challenging your
mind. 

It’s more recently become a more significant focus of the faculty at SUNY Poly to work
on students’ writing skills while they’re enrolled here. This is because writing skills
have become a concerningly common complaint from employers of SUNY Poly
alumni. Writing for The Factory Times allows you to put in the practical practice of
writing. This will lead to improvement in your writing. 

The Factory Times is a great environment to write in. Yes, there are super practical
reasons to join as a writer or designer, but there’s also the community aspect. You’re
not writing in a vacuum or left without support or inspiration. Writing for The Factory
Times gives you the chance to meet new people, grow your skills, and write about
things you care about. You’re given the creative liberty to choose what you write,
which can be challenging. Alas, it’s an opportunity to create something from nothing.
It also gives you the chance to look into things and understand things you never
would’ve had the opportunity to before. If you’re anything like me, you want to have
an infinite array of knowledge. However, there’s not enough time in the universe for
that, and that can be an overwhelming thought that can sometimes lead to
slothfulness and not learning anything new. But, if you want to learn about something,
in particular, you can choose to write about it. Thus, giving you the accountability and
motivation to learn something new and exciting. 
Working alongside my fellow writers and designers at The Factory Times is an
opportunity to learn, grow, and have fun in a safe environment without unhealthy
expectations or pressures. 

Designed By: Mcdhellyne EdwardsDesigned By: Mcdhellyne EdwardsDesigned By: Mcdhellyne Edwards
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 Windings evolved a second, and even a third iteration before 
the Internet really took off. In 1997, just in time for that Internet 
take-off, Webdings were born. Like their Wingding predecessors, 
Webdings are composed of common iconographic symbols, 
specifically controls. Whereas Wingdings were for Microsoft 
Windows controls, Webdings were centered around webpage 
controls. They came about in a transition period between many 
text-based websites and services switching over to newer graphics-
oriented layouts. What users may not have expected was that 
another standard was about to sneak up and take ASCII’s place, 
and its name is Unicode.
 Unicode version 1 came out in 1991 and gradually opened 
digital fonts and typography to what are now 154 national 
scripts and writing systems. In October 2010, however, with the 
release of Version 6.0 of the Unicode Standard, we see the first 
real emoticons, or emoji, in their full-color iconographic glory. 
Availability wasn’t instant, but after a few years, emojis were 
part of the standard character offering on most mobile devices. 
Since then, every major version of Unicode has included more and 
more emojis for our enjoyment and use in both asynchronous and 
synchronous communications, including Unicode version 13, which 
just released in March.
 With that, the question can be asked again, “What is 
the role of emojis in modern workplace communications, and 
especially now when an estimated half of the workforce is now 
working from home?” In the last six months, and necessarily 
so, virtual communications have moved into the forefront for 
students, teachers, and all manner of newly minted ‘work-from-
home’ professionals. Emojis are time and space saving examples of 
iconographic characters that can bring a new edge to our sense of 
style and efficiency in the office and in educational settings. Emojis 
aren’t just for text messages anymore, since we can’t see our smiles 
through masks, a well-placed smiley face emoji in an email or a 
thumbs-up in a chat, can really brighten a colleague’s day.

Earn an Advanced Degree at SUNY Poly

Learn More!
Contact the Graduate Admissions Office  
Call: 315-792-7347 or 1-866-278-6948
E-mail: graduate@sunypoly.edu

The $60 application fee is waived for  
SUNY Poly students and alumni.

sunypoly.edu/graduate-admissions

College of Arts + Sciences
 • Computational Mathematical Modeling  
     (post-bachelor’s certificate)

 • Data Analysis* (post-bachelor’s certificate)

 • Information Design + Technology* (MS) 

College of Business Management 
 • Accountancy* (MS) 
  Concentration in: Forensic Accounting + Valuation  
  Available Option

 • Forensic Accounting + Valuation*  
  (post-bachelor’s certificate)

 • Technology Management* (MBA) 
  Concentrations in: accounting and finance,  
  business management, health informatics,  
  human resource management,  
  marketing management

College of Engineering
 • Computer + Information Science (MS)

 • Cybersecurity: Network +  
  Computer Security* (MS)

College of Health Sciences
 • Family Nurse Practitioner**   
  (MS and post-master’s advanced certificate)

 • Nursing Education* 
  (MS and post-master’s advanced certificate)

 • Transformational Leadership in Nursing* 
  (MS and post-master’s advanced certificate)

 • Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)* 
  with a specialization in Psychiatric  
  Mental Health Nurse Practitioner (PMHNP)

College of Nanoscale  
Science + Engineering  
(Albany NanoTech Complex)

 • Advanced Technology (MS)

 • Nanobioscience (MS and PhD)

 • Nanoscale Engineering (MS and PhD)

 • Nanoscale Science (MS and PhD)

 • Medicine + Nanoscale Science or  
  Nanoscale Engineering (MD/PhD)
            * Fully Online  ** Hybrid
            H New Program Fall ’21
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